Part 1:

Conducting a Successful
Job Hunt

C

areer success is often as much about perseverance, preparation and timing as it is about talent and passion. However,
in today’s information-driven, global workplace, keeping

an open mind about the path you take to reach your long-term career
objectives is one of the best ways to ensure that you remain highly
marketable even during fluctuating economic cycles.
In this respect, strategies that worked in the past may no longer be
relevant or effective. Even if you have reached the top rungs of the corporate ladder, you might find yourself in a situation where it is time to
make a change and you discover that your value to potential employers
is no longer based solely on your academic qualifications, professional
memberships, functional and technical experience, or even personal
development. Rather, demonstrating creativity, flexibility and a strong
cultural fit is the key to setting yourself apart as a best-in-class executive and landing a career-enhancing opportunity. A recent survey of
Korn/Ferry International’s consultants indicated that executive job seekers who adopt a flexible approach and attitude can walk away winners
in even the most turbulent of job markets by following some unconventional career strategies:

GETTING HELP
FROM THE EXPERTS
Many executives partner
with an executive coach
or recruiter early on in
the job hunt to help
them align their vision
and values, create
their personal brand,
keep their morale and
confidence high, and
think “out of the box”
about their options.
If you do not have a
personal relationship with
an executive recruiter
already, it is helpful to
establish one at this
stage of the process.
Although the vast majority
of recruitment firms are
engaged by the hiring
organization, not the
candidate, recruiters are
always looking to meet
superior executives —
regardless of whether
they currently have an
open search in their
area. For more on how
to work with executive
recruiters, read part
two in the “Korn/Ferry’s
Career Playbook: Winning
Strategies in Today’s Job
Market” series.
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1. Being open to interim positions, freelancing or consulting projects

to draw an income, keep skills fresh and position themselves for
prime roles once regular hiring levels return;
2. Considering posts that are a pay grade or title below their current/
most recent position – particularly at organizations with reputations
for promoting from within – to exceed expectations and possibly
turn the “downgrade” into a dream job down the line; and
3. Being willing to relocate – either domestically or internationally – for
opportunities that might ultimately keep them on the cutting edge
of their field.
This article outlines other ways to enhance your chances for a
positive outcome from some of the most seasoned recruiters in the
world at Korn/Ferry.

Identifying Opportunities: Do Your Homework, 			
Set the Stage for Long-Term Success
Executives who are clear about their top five-to-ten “must-have”
career criteria (e.g., responsibilities, company culture, work-life
balance) and are up-to-date on the latest industry and hiring trends
(e.g., salaries and job descriptions) are more likely to have a positive
outcome to their job search. While this requires investing in a period
of self-introspection and external research, the potential payoffs
are well worth the effort, as the average time to find senior-level
executive positions is between six to twelve months. Take this first
step seriously and treat the job search like a job itself. Allot adequate
time each day to make lists of both your personal criteria and ideal
companies that match your long-term objectives, and take stock
of your career achievements while identifying additional skills worth
developing.

While gaining this clarity, however, be careful not be too “rigid” about
what the next role will be or where it will come from. Especially
if you are relatively seasoned, reflect on ways to maximize the
power of your network, leveraging your contacts at the universities
you attended, professional organizations you belong to, or other
affiliations you might take for granted to uncover otherwise hidden or
less traditional opportunities.

Results-Oriented Resumes Get Results

Even the most experienced executives can feel uncomfortable about
selling themselves, but recognize that being able to clearly describe
their unique value proposition is an essential part of any job search or
negotiation. This starts with the resume.
While resumes alone might not get anyone an offer, they typically
are still one of the first impressions a potential employer will have
about a candidate and show what they can do by what they have
done. This does not mean that they should be a laundry list of
every activity and duty you have ever performed, however. For this
reason, we advise not to wait until you are looking for a job to build a
resume. Rather, review and update your resume every few months,
in case new opportunities present themselves, to ensure that you
include successes you might otherwise forget and avoid creating a
document in haste that becomes a long-winded “tell all.” Even if you
have been working for several decades, once your resume becomes
longer than two pages, take it as a sign that you have included too
much. Pare it down to only the most outstanding examples of your
competencies and accomplishments.
The hiring manager will be most interested in the specific results
that came directly from your work over the years, such as increasing
the bottom line or improving efficiency. Include action verbs like
“delivered” and “created” as well as key phrases that apply to your
function or industry for easy scanning, but without too many “stats
and facts,” or jargon.
To get started, create buckets for the core components of any
resume, which are:
n Contact Information: full name, address, phone, e-mail and
web site, if applicable.
n Executive Summary: approximately 50 words long, this section
should give a snapshot of your special industry or functional expertise, technical skills, innate competencies and ability to achieve
specific results. Executives often want to include an objective
statement in this section, though we advise against this as it might
be taken too literally and preclude you from roles for which you are
well suited. (See “Crisp and Compelling Cover Letters Give a Call
to Action” below.)
n Experience: list your employers in reverse chronological order,
including positions held and primary responsibilities, highlighting
promotions and, where appropriate, your reasons for leaving. If
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A WORD ON INCLUDING
PERSONAL DATA
In most cases, information
about your hobbies and
interests is not necessary
at the executive level.
However, if your activities
outside of work clearly
relate to the specific
opportunity, they may
help to set you apart. At
the same time, do not
be surprised if employers
outside the U.S. expect
your marital status, age
and even photograph to be
included on your resume.
This is still common
practice in many Asian
countries, for instance.

n

n

n

n

your career is more than 20 years long, you might consider briefly
including the employer names, time spent with each and a twoor three-sentence summary of your duties in an “Early Career”
section just before your Education.
Key Accomplishments: As above, this is the “heart” of the document and can be organized according to functional categories such
as “Business Development,” “Project and Team Management,”
“Media Relations,” etc., or hard-to-find competencies, such as “able
to deal with ambiguity” or “expert in innovation management.”
Education: List the highest degree you have attained first, with the
area of study, institution, year of graduation, and any honors you
received or special academic programs you pursued.
Professional Associations, Board Affiliations, Awards and
Publications: Include these details only if they reflect your standing in your field. This section should not overshadow your key
accomplishments and should be a small portion of the resume.
For instance, if you are a member of numerous associations and
boards, mention only those in which you hold leadership roles.
One exception is if you are in academia, where a listing of publications, for example, will reflect your credentials and position you as
an expert in a given subject.
Languages: In today’s international job market, proficiency in multiple languages can, in some cases, make or break your chance to
be short-listed for a leadership role. Do not overstate your abilities,
however, and distinguish between your ability to use another language in spoken versus written form – “Conversational French” is
different than “Fluent in French” or “Native Speaker” – and in social
versus business settings.

You also should have an executive biography that summarizes
your career in approximately 250 words, which can be handed out
at industry conferences or less formal “networking” events. It is
becoming more common for people to profile their work on a web
site as a way of telling more about themselves than is appropriate
for a resume. While leveraging the online medium is encouraged,
this does not preclude you from having a traditional resume, and you
should never only submit a link to your web site en lieu of a resume.

Crisp and Compelling Cover Letters Give a Call to Action
Making a positive impression in a matter of seconds is a challenge
that even the best marketers in the world face every day. When in
the midst of a job hunt, cover letters are a way to quickly grab the
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attention of someone you may not know but who holds the power
to make hiring decisions. They also are important in instances when
you already have an entrée into the organization; so every time you
send your resume, accompany it with a cover letter that offers a clear
value proposition and is tailored to the specific position. While the
letter will reinforce the contents of your resume, it should use different
language and compel the reader follow up with you in some way, or
state your intention to follow up with them.
The outline for your cover letter should include:
n Introduction: To the degree possible, target the hiring authority or
appropriate search consultant and address them by name, avoiding “To Whom it May Concern” even if a name is not included on
an advertisement or job posting. If someone has suggested you
reach out to this person, say so to help build rapport. Similarly,
if you have met or spoken to the recipient already, refresh their
memory of that meeting and thank them up front for their willingness to help you on your search.
n Objective Statement: In one or two sentences, clearly state what
you are looking for and why this organization or position matches
your objectives. This section should subliminally tell the reader, “I
know who you are, like what you do, and am uniquely qualified to
help you succeed.”
n Qualifications or Proposal: One or two paragraphs (or a paragraph followed by a bulleted list of up to three major accomplishments) can be used to summarize your background and competencies as they directly relate to the organization or specific
role. For example, someone applying to be the next CFO might
highlight their experience in “analyzing financial metrics that drive
shareholder value” and ability to “communicate the impact of
alternative strategies to the rest of the organization” to prove that
they have the necessary skills. Similarly, if you know through your
research that the organization is undergoing a dramatic transition,
talk about your experience in creating the new and different or
dealing with trouble in other roles. Alternatively, this section can be
used to present an idea you have for the organization that you are
especially well suited to deliver.
n Call to Action: Politely close the cover letter by asking the reader
for what you want to happen next, be it an interview, information,
advice, or more contacts.

REHEARSE YOUR
“ELEVATOR PITCH”
Now that you have done
the heavy lifting, begin
practicing a 30-second to
three-minute verbal “pitch”
that encapsulates who
you are, what you want,
and what you bring to the
table. Even if you believe
you have been effective
at promoting yourself
throughout your career,
view every encounter as an
opportunity to practice and
do so with each person you
meet, whether at formal
networking events or during
casual conversations.
This will not only generate
more “buzz” about you that
will help to attract what
you want but also will give
you real-time feedback
that might illuminate areas
where your approach does
not resonate in today’s
market. Sometimes
executives who have been
in one function, geography,
industry, or organization for
a significant time get stuck
in their ways no matter how
current they think they are.
Practicing your pitch aloud
can open your mind to
new ways of looking at and
positioning yourself.
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“Competency-based
interviews will probe your
strategic and operating skills,
personal and interpersonal
skills, as well as what is
known as your “learning
agility” – the ability to apply
your vast experiences in
new ways.”

During the Interview:
Putting Your Best Self Forward to Get the Job

A successful interview (or round of interviews) is the key to getting
hired for top roles. If it has been a while since your last job search,
and even if you believe your track record speaks for itself or that
you are well known in your industry, it is helpful to visualize and
prepare for the three main phases of any interview. First, you will
spend a few minutes building rapport. Then, you will discuss the
hiring organization’s needs and connect them to your background.
As part of this, learn all you can about the expectations, reporting
lines and team structure, and then create and practice more sound
bytes specifically for the position, expanding upon what you included
in your cover letter. Finally, you will close the conversation by
conveying your interest in the opportunity and appreciation for being
considered, and asking for real-time feedback.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS ARE LASTING IMPRESSIONS
Research has shown that interviewers form an impression within
the first eight seconds of meeting a candidate. The remainder of
the interview is spent confirming or turning their opinion around.
Especially for top leadership roles, competency-based interviews
are typically used and may require you to give multiple examples
to illustrate how you think and act when faced with obstacles
or interfacing with colleagues at various levels. This is because
people who can effectively deal with conflict and manage diverse
relationships are amongst the hardest to find, so do another review
of your history to jog your memory of specific situations that might
apply, the action you took and the results you delivered.
We also recommend:
n Approaching the interview as a chance to get your questions answered, such as how senior leadership (including the Board) sees
the role, and what worked and did not work with the predecessor.
By asking for more insights about topics that might have been in
the press recently or are rumored on the Street, you can get the
interviewer to do at least half of the talking and glean more information about what they are looking for and whether the position is
a good match for you.
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Allotting ample time for the interview. While typically a schedule
comprising multiple meetings will be pre-arranged for executive
positions, occasionally the hiring manager or managers will unexpectedly invite you to meet other members of the team on the
spot, so give yourself the flexibility to spend more time than was
originally agreed upon.
Checking to see if there are any areas of concern and addressing
them while you are still face-to-face with the interviewer.

After the Interview: The Campaign Goes On

Once the interview is over, capture your impressions about how it
went, and solicit feedback from the executive or search consultant
who referred the position to you, being open to constructive criticism.
Send personalized thank you letters rather than one “form letter” to
everyone you met, including any additional information you promised
to deliver and making another call to action (perhaps clarifying when
a decision might be made). Even if you have been told you did not
get the job, use a thank you letter to handle it with grace in case
another and even better post in the organization comes along for
which you would be ideal.
Conversely, if you perceive the interview went extremely well, never
assume it is yours and stop your search – this is not the time to block
the momentum you have created. It is the time to stay patient, active,
focused, and open to alternative paths. Your commitment will help
you succeed.
For more information, we encourage you to visit these web sites:
Korn/Ferry International: www.kornferry.com
e-Korn/Ferry Executive Center: www.ekornferry.com
Futurestep, a Korn/Ferry Company: www.futurestep.com
Association of Executive Search Consultants: www.aesc.org
U.S. Department of Labor Employment and
Training Administration: www.doleta.gov
National Career Development Association: http://ncda.org/
Wall Street Journal Careers page: http://online.wsj.com/public/page/news-career-jobs.html
About.com/Career Planning: http://careerplanning.about.com
GoingGlobal.com: www.goinglobal.com
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About The Korn/Ferry Institute

The Korn/Ferry Institute was founded to serve as a premier global
voice on a range of talent management and leadership issues. The
Institute commissions, originates and publishes groundbreaking
research utilizing Korn/Ferry’s unparalleled expertise in executive
recruitment and talent development combined with its preeminent
behavioral research library. The Institute is dedicated to improving
the state of global human capital for businesses of all sizes around
the world.

About Korn/Ferry International

Korn/Ferry International, with more than 90 offices in 40 countries, is
a premier global provider of talent management solutions. Based in
Los Angeles, the firm delivers an array of solutions that help clients
to identify, deploy, develop, retain and reward their talent.
For more information on the Korn/Ferry International family of
companies, visit www.kornferry.com.
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